PUBLIC CONSULTATION
ON ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING

SUMMARY REPORT
1. Background and structure of the consultation

The public consultation ran throughout July 2008 and it was published on EUROPA at [http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/sip/public_consultation/index_en.htm](http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/sip/public_consultation/index_en.htm). Information was also sent to the subscribers of the mailing list of the safer internet website on EUROPA.

The consultation was based on 3 questionnaires structured around the following themes: age verification, cross media rating and classification and online social networking.

The purpose of the public consultation was to gather the knowledge and views of all relevant stakeholders (including public bodies, child safety and consumer organisations, industry) in order to feed the 2008 edition of Safer Internet Forum which was dedicated to the above mentioned topics.

This report is a summary of the 54 responses received to the questionnaire on social networking services.

2. Summary of contributions


There was an important degree of consensus between respondents across most questions, with differences related to issues of detail, or suggestions about how policies or principles should be implemented. Most respondents addressed the range of potential risks to minors online, which is a long list ranging from the trivial to the extremely serious, and a smaller number focused upon the dangers which they actually encounter and report most frequently on a daily basis.

The following matters gave rise to a high degree of consensus between respondents:

2.1. Bullying and invasion of privacy were most frequently cited as the most likely dangers encountered by minors. Grooming and other inappropriate, sexually motivated contacts were less likely to be encountered, but should nevertheless be taken very seriously. More research in this area is necessary in order to get to know the true levels of wrongful or criminal behaviour.

2.2. Protection of minors is important, but parental control should not extend to a right to cancel or amend accounts without the knowledge or agreement of the account holder. Parents should talk with children and take an active role in overseeing online activity, while respecting their privacy.

2.3. Social networking service providers should continue to pursue a policy of self-regulation to meet public expectations relating to the protection of minors. However,
compliance with self-regulation regimes should be independently monitored, with the possibility of certain minimum levels of protection established by law.

2.4. Education and awareness is the most important factor in increasing the ability of minors to protect themselves online. This might be increased by parents taking a more proactive role, or by social networking providers providing more information on home and sign-on pages, or by governments in making media awareness a compulsory part of school curricula.

2.5. More research on the actual harm befalling minors using social networking services is necessary. However, where comparative figures are available, they reveal significant differences between countries.

3. Replies to individual questions

3.1 Risks minors are most likely to encounter on social networking sites

The two most frequently identified threats which minors would be most likely to encounter were cyber-bullying and risks to privacy associated with supplying personal information online. For example, a Danish survey of 1500 minors reported that bullying and other activities engaged in by minors among themselves are far more likely to be experienced than exploitation by adults.

Under the general heading of cyber-bullying, respondents included a broad range of behaviours including more generalised harassment which minors may suffer at the hands of others who are known to them: circulation of photographs, rumours or gossip (true or false), “happy slapping” and other behaviour which would be distressing or hurtful to the subject.

Under risks to privacy, respondents included many problems associated with minors supplying personal information online by which they might be identified, identity theft, the wrongful selling on of user databases to third parties, spam, phishing and problems relating to exposure to targeted, viral or otherwise inappropriate marketing. Regarding the supply personal information online, EUKidsOnline highlighted that "Despite the adult perception that young people do not seem to care what they reveal to peers, UK research has show that young people do think about what they do or do not put on their profile (Livingstone, 2008). However, what adults think should be private is not necessarily what young people think should be private. In this respect various studies have indicated the types of information that young people give out: e.g. in an Irish study 8% gave out their home address, 12% their mobile phone and 49% their date of birth (Anchor Ireland, 2007)."

Risks of exposure to harmful content or inappropriate contact for sexual purposes (grooming) were also widely discussed. This was considered the most likely risk by a small number of respondents. It was clear that whenever minors are actually confronted with such problems, these were matters of the greatest concern, but the picture is far from clear about the level or likelihood of risk actually confronting minors in this regard.
Some respondents felt that the dangers of interactions with a sexual theme are extremely hard to quantify or evaluate. A number of governmental and NGO respondents quoted submissions to the UK’s Byron review, which underlined the difference between risk of harm (which is the focus of much of the current research) and actual harm, which is harder to identify, where relevant statistics are not available and where research findings may not be generalisable from one part of the world to another.

When harm comes to a young person in this way, it is a very serious matter, but respondents’ experience suggested that such problems arose less often when compared with other areas of possible risk. On inappropriate contact with adults for example, one national media authority stated that “The risk of meeting unknown adults on social networking sites that might imperil children for sexual or violent harassments is very low.” Another reference suggests that meeting an online contact offline is “the least common but arguably most dangerous risk”.

A German NGO expanded upon this point in the following way:

“For teenagers, some offers concerned with the representations of violence or sexuality are related to trying out taboos…..The suggestional strength and the relevance to reality of such offers are often severely limited due to their poor quality. Moreover, a critical public reflection on this problem can serve to make clear to teenagers that some of the available contents are socially objectionable. We should certainly take this problem seriously, but should not overestimate it.”

The second point, as expressed by one respondent was that the reported incidence of unwanted sexual contact aimed at minors and perpetrated by older people, tended to be a function of the amount of resources used to detect them. Therefore the full extent of this problem may not yet be known.

In summary, although some respondents provided input on existing research on use of social networking sites by children and teenagers (see list on links to research in annex) they agreed that more research/survey data on the relative likelihood of different risks confronting minors online is necessary.

3.2 Parental control over children's accounts on social networking sites

Respondents were almost unanimous in declaring that parents or other carers should not be able to close accounts or alter profiles of those in their care without, at the very least, informing or involving the young person concerned in the process. One telecoms company “believes that parents or guardians are entitled to have full control of their children’s SNS accounts”. Other respondents agreed that parents should have such legal rights, but advised that they should only be used as a last resort, and once again, with the full participation of the child. An Internet consulting company suggested that carers might have limited rights to control or cancel accounts of minors during what they describe as a “training period”, to help them get started in the right way. More commonly, respondents felt that the rights of minors would be wrongly compromised by allowing such interventions and that they should not be permitted under any circumstances.
Several respondents considered this matter in detail and set out a number of problems associated with giving parents a power to intervene or close an account. The first of these was the difficulty in establishing formally that the person claiming such a right was indeed the user’s parent or held a suitable supervisory position in relation to the user. Some respondents, particularly among the social networking service providers, also felt that giving such rights to parents would be ineffective as young users would quickly re-register or find other ways to avoid parental control. A related point was that making such rights available could undermine relationships and create an atmosphere of mistrust between carers and minors. Such barriers might prevent minors accessing the very real benefits of social networking.

One NGO made suggestions for services which social networking providers might offer to help this process. The respondent proposed that carers be given access to a service which would allow them to monitor a minor’s online activity at some suitable level of generality, or to receive logs or summaries describing the activity in broad terms. Alerts might be flagged if a minor accesses unsuitable content, or puts him/herself at risk in some way.

One major social networking service provider made the point that, whereas there are many difficulties associated with intervening in a minor’s online activity when the minor is the account holder, it is easier when the carer is the primary account holder and permit the minor to share or otherwise “occupy” the space set up and configured by the carer. It was further suggested that parents could, and perhaps should, join sites which their children use in order to understand more fully what is involved.

All respondents to this question stressed however that there is no alternative to discussion and co-operation between parents and children. There is much information available to help carers structure discussion and advice, to be alert to possible risks and to take action when problems arise. Various sources and tools for carers were suggested, including for example WOT – Web Of Trust, which is a free tool for the Mozilla Firefox browser that warns the user about the content of a website through a rating system.

3.3 Appropriate tools to protect minors when using social networking sites

Responses to this question tended to list existing protection tools and techniques. Age-verification was mentioned frequently, but always with caveats about its effectiveness (see separate report on Age verification). Reporting tools and “stop buttons” were mentioned, with the comment that some sites offered much in this area while others did very little. One national media authority felt that human moderation and a highly visible “stop” button for users to employ when confronted by offensive content or behaviour should be mandatory for social networking providers. An inter-governmental agency proposed workshops in “Privacy Enhancing Technologies” to encourage collaborative progress towards greater online security.

Image filters and language algorithms were also identified as tools which again went some way to block harmful contact or inappropriate behaviour but were far from perfect. All respondents supported calls for further research and development in this area.
Some specific examples of protective measures currently in use were described. One NGO suggests a number of new technologies: anti-grooming and anti-bullying technology, "uses sophisticated tools to monitor, analyse and assess online relationships as they develop over a period of time. It does this by examining live online chat and instant messenger conversations". Children’s charities cited tools available for the protection of younger users, such as offline authentication and moderation, pre-moderated services and template environments which are used to restrict comments that can be made.

Many respondents supported the view that service providers should acknowledge the limitations of automatic, technical based protective tools and employ more proactive human moderation. Currently, many sites withdraw or block access to harmful or illegal content in response to reports from users. More should be done to pre-moderate uploads and identify known infringers to prevent inappropriate content reaching a site in the first place. A German NGO elaborated a proposed set of minimum standards which could be applied to sites targeting different age groups and which might differ depending on the targeted age group. For example, sites targeting children under 14 would be expected to use high levels of pre-screening of content, full moderation and minimal collection of personal information. Such measures would render age verification unnecessary as everything on the site will have been cleared as unobjectionable. Sites targeting adolescents (14-18) could have greater flexibility, but would be expected to apply appropriate levels of pre-screening of content and proactive checking of content and user behaviour. For sites targeting adults, very rigorous age-verification measures would be expected, which would render further screening and moderation unnecessary. In some matters, these separate approaches for different age groups would be supported by clear rules: for example on acceptable uploads, behaviour in chat rooms and publishing personal information. Requirements for pre-screening, content checking and chat room moderation could be addressed with greater flexibility so long as they were consistent with the service providers’ duty of care. The application of more detailed age-dependent safety measures, with controls carefully aligned to the age of the user was also strongly advocated in the response of a major children’s charity.

3.4 Member States' role in improving the safe use of social networking sites by minors

The overwhelming response to this question was a focus on education and awareness activity. Numerous national programmes were cited, and the importance of collaboration between governments and other stakeholders was stressed throughout. Several respondents, including felt that IT and media awareness should form compulsory elements of national school curricula.

A national consortium of consumer agencies argued for closer regulatory control over online advertising and publicity, as exposure of minors to inappropriate exploitation was a serious risk.

Industry self-regulation was also strongly supported by all respondents and again various national examples were quoted, including The UK Home Office Guidelines for social networking providers and the “Rome Memorandum”- Report and Guidance on Privacy in Social Network. The need for independent auditing of compliance with
such self-regulatory schemes was invariably stressed by NGOs and child protection agencies.

Notwithstanding their support for industry self-regulation, several respondents felt that national and European laws might play a role “at the extremes” where risks were most serious. Moreover, it was felt by a number of respondents particularly those representing consumer groups, that industry should be held to account legally where the self-regulatory response was inadequate, or where compliance was weak or variable. For example, the Byron Review recommendation in the UK for “clear and mandatory take-down times for abusive and offensive content” was endorsed. Arguments for extending the legal responsibilities of service providers beyond the present “notice and take-down” requirements were also put forward by a German NGO. Reasonable protection measures, (for example use of filtering and screening tools, sanctioning of users who breach terms of use, content checking) should be mandatory. There should also be a legal obligation to provide proof of suitability to operate services targeting minors. One young people’s charity proposed that public subsidies might be made available to social networking providers to incorporate more safety features into their sites. A number of children’s charities thought that a set of uniform minimum standards for the protection of minors was essential, and that enthusiastic compliance with such standards should be seen by social networking providers as an opportunity to add value to their products, and not merely as an expensive overhead cost in providing their services.

4. Conclusion

The detailed responses received to these questions are indicative of the seriousness with which respondents view the issue of the safety of minors using social networking services. The areas of consensus, as set out in the points 1-5 of the introduction to this summary document, cover many of the most important policy aspects of social networking:

• Bullying and other threats which young users inflict upon each other may be more likely to arise than threats from adults.
• Much is known about potential risks, but more research on the nature and extent of harm actually experienced by minors online is needed.
• Parental involvement in their children’s online activity is important, but principles of privacy and trust should dictate how parents help children to stay safe.
• Education and awareness are the most important factors in enabling minors to keep themselves safe.
• Industry self-regulation is the preferred approach for service providers to meet public expectations with regard to the safety of minors. Legislation should not place burdens on service providers which prevent them from providing minors with all the benefits of social networking. However, available safety measures vary greatly from one provider to another and mandatory minimum levels of provision may need to be established.
Annex:

**Links to available research**


The authors state the social networking sites do not appear to have increased the risk of victimization by online molesters. Id. at 117.


Childnet report commissioned by Becta Young People and Social Networking Services http://www.digizen.org/socialnetworking/


“What do kids have to say about internet, IT and cell phones?”, June 2007, a study by BRIS (Children’s rights in the society), Report in Swedish in the in the Insafe virtual library: http://medieradet.se/upload/Rapporter_pdf/BRIS_rapport.pdf

Save the Children Italy survey on SNS use by young Italian people: http://www.easy4.it/dmdocuments/profilla_sballo_instantmessaging_STC.pdf


ARD/ZDF Online-Studie 2007: http://www.daserste.de/service/studie.asp
“Privacy Topics - Social Network Sites and Virtual Communities”, December 2007, Privacy International:

“CA/NCSA survey on social networking”, September 2008:
http://staysafeonline.org/features/SocialNetworkingReport.ppt#484,1,Slide 1


“Social Networking Websites and Teens: An Overview”, July 2007, Pew Internet:
http://www.pewinternet.org/ppy/r/198/report_display.asp
http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_Teens_Social_Media_Final.pdf
http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_Stranger_Contact_Data_Memo.pdf
http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP%20Cyberbullying%20Memo.pdf


See also:
- http://jcimc.indiana.edu/vol13/issue1/boyd.ellison.html
- http://lorrie.cranor.org/courses/fa05/tubzhlp.pdf